R285E

Minimum Pressure Valve
Type: MPVL65FH and MPVL65FHS

Application:
For oil-injected, oil-lubricated screw compressors and oil-injected rotary compressors for high pressure application: to uphold
the minimum oil pressure required for cooling and lubrication
during start-up, off-load and when user ports are fully open
Function:
Spring loaded two way valves with built-in check-valve
Installation:
The minimum pressure valve is installed either at the outlet of the
separator or in the discharge line after the separator.

Attention! Never attempt to disassamble a cylinder whilst under pressure!

Installation for air ends witch can be pressurized
at the suction duct

Installation for air ends which cannot be pressurized
at the suction duct.

Operation:
Valve opening
MPVL65FH: Tue valve opens when the inlet pressure exceeds
the adjusted opening pressure. Both the nonreturn (check)
valve assembly (4) and the piston (5) are opened by the
pressure in the oil/air separator against the force of the spring
(7). The valves are adjusted in our plant, if there is no special
order „function tested only“. The pressure, at which the valve
starts opening is stated by the extension of the article No. on
the HOERBIGER label.
MPVL65FHS: Piston (5) is opened against the force of compression spring (7) and the servo pressure at connection E.
The servo pressure is e.g. the signal pressure from proportional
controller P(N) - see fig.1 Load position: The minimum pressure valve is fully opened and flow characteristics and pressure
drop values are as specified in the detail table, if the discharge
pressure of the compressor exceeds the opening pressure plus
approx. 5 bar.
Valve closing
The minimum pressure valve begins to close, when the pressure at
either valve inlet or valve outlet decreases to less than the opening
pressure plus approx. 0.5 to 1 bar, The MPVL's are designed and
adjusted to maximum safety:
n If the compressor is loading, the oil separator will be higher
than the opening pressure
n If the compressor is idling, the oil separator will be maintained
at approx. the opening pressure
n if the compressor is stopped, the non-return valve will close
automatically. The non-return valve closes if there is no air
demand or the compressor is stopped. It is shut tight, if the
pressure at the valve inlet is lower than the pressure at the valve
outlet by more than 0.5 to 1 bar.
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Details
Type		
MPVL65FH			
MPVL65FHS
Supported by servo pressure		
no			
yes
Nominal diameter DN
mm
65
Max.work.pressure PS
bar (g) 40
Servo pressure
bar (g)				
max. 10
1)
3
KV-value
m
/h
42
Datentabelle
Range of application		
For recommended range see diagramm 1
Medium		
pressurized air, filtered • recommended compressed air quality according to DIN ISO 8573-1, class 5
		
Reference oil: see www.hoerbiger.com
Opening begins2)
bar (g) 5 to 11 with reduced valve lift up to 13
Up to 18 with reduced valve lift up to 20		
Fully open2)
bar (g) At compressor discharge pressure approx. 5 above opening pressure
Fully closed2)
bar (g) approx. 1 below opening pressure			
Dependent on compressor output pressure,
					
at idling approx. 1 below min. opening pressure
Temperature range
°C
0 to 110 • Short periods: - 25, +130 emergency stop (max.10% operating time)
Dimensions
mm
See dimension table
Installation position		
optional
Material		
Aluminium casting alloy, Aluminium wrougth alloy, Steel, Viton, PTFE
Weight
kg
11
Measured to DIN IEC534, values for density 1000 kg/m3, for fully opened valve
See description under “Function”

1)
2)

Dimensions

E

Diagram 1, recommended ranges of application

Maintenance:
The service manual W283RCC contains information regarding the
maintenance intervals. While disassembling the valve for inspection, cleaning or retrofitting purposes, also refer to the respective
information contained in the service manual W283RCC. For the
actual service manuals visit our homepage www.hoerbiger.com
Ordering details:
Type, article no., opening pressure (minimum pressure)

HOERBIGER can not grant any warranty for the correctness of technical or other data in catalogues, brochures and other printed material. HOERBIGER reserves the right to
alter its products without notice. This also applies to products already on order provided that such alternations can be made without subsequential changes being necessary
in specifications already agreed.

